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it was reported that the e195 took off from the fen airport at 08:00
local time. the aircraft was not in the air for more than 15 minutes
when it was forced to return to the airport due to a problem with
the windshield. azul said that the problem was resolved. it then

landed at 08:15 local time, and the flight was allowed to depart. at
that time, it was reported that it had an unspecified length of the
trip ahead of it. as of 09:14, the flight was departing for another
leg of the trip, according to the data provided by the airline. azul
used the same crew as the previous flight, reports said. the only

difference is that the captain is now being replaced by a first
officer, according to data provided by the airline. the captain is still

the pilot flying the plane, but it is a different person. file
description:version 2: the new version of azul airlines (pr-azl)

embraer emb-190 for the excellent model by ai aardvark (base
package available from avsim). this update corrects many small

details and adds the tudo azul logo. textures included in dx3
format (with or without mips) - custom lightmap also included. file
description:version 1: this is azul airlines (pr-azl) embraer emb-190

for the excellent model by ai aardvark (base package available
from avsim). this update corrects many small details and adds the

tudo azul logo. textures included in dx3 format (with or without
mips) - custom lightmap also included. file description:version 1.1:
azul airlines (pr-azl) embraer emb-190 for the excellent model by

ai aardvark (base package available from avsim). this update
corrects many small details and adds the tudo azul logo. textures
included in dx3 format (with or without mips) - custom lightmap

also included.
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